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HONG KONG: Asian markets yesterday built on
last week’s gains following another record close
on Wall Street, while the euro edged up on news
that French President Emmanuel Macron’s party
had secured a healthy majority in National
Assembly elections.  The Dow in New York closed
at a fresh all-time high Friday thanks to a bounce
in energy stocks, providing a positive lead for
Asia, and a weaker yen helped Tokyo rally. 

The dollar climbed above 111 yen yesterday
after Japan posted a surprise trade deficit for
May. The Nikkei ended 0.6 percent higher,
although troubled airbag maker Takata plunged
16.5 percent on reports it plans to file for bank-

ruptcy and sell its assets to a US firm. “With
stocks on an uptrend for quite some time, and
the global economy seen to keep expanding,
the general risk-positive sentiment is continu-
ing,” Masafumi Yamamoto, chief currency strate-
gist at Mizuho Securities in Tokyo, told
Bloomberg News.

“In that regard, the yen is bound to come
under selling pressure.”Hong Kong added 1.2
percent and Shanghai finished up 0.7 percent,
with Chinese traders waiting to see if index
compiler MSCI decides to include the mainland
index in its global benchmarks l ist.  Seoul
gained 0.4 percent and Sydney added 0.5 per-

cent, while Wellington, Taipei and Manila were
also sharply higher. In early European trade
London added 0.7 percent, while Paris and
Frankfurt each rose 0.8 percent.

With few drivers for business this week,
eyes will be on the start of talks between
Britain and the European Union on its extrac-
tion from the economic bloc. The ruling
Conservative party lost its parliamentary
majority in elections this month, weakening
the government’s hand. “How these negotia-
tions evolve will likely hold the near-term fate
for the pound,” said Stephen Innes, a senior
trader at OANDA.

Oil struggles 
The pound, which tumbled in response to

the election result, continues to struggle
around two-month lows against the dollar.
The euro edged up to sit about $1.12 after
Macron’s year-old Republique en Marche
(Republic on the Move) and its allies won 351
seats in the 577-seat National Assembly, giv-
ing the president a strong mandate to enact
business-friendly reforms. However the cur-
rency’s gains were tempered by the fact that
the party did not secure the forecast landslide.

On oil markets prices dipped on linger-
ing glut concerns as US companies’ rising

production offsets big output cuts agreed
by OPEC and Russia. The Baker Hughes rig
count showed another rise last week, Greg
McKenna, chief market strategist at
AxiTrader, said in a note. “That’s 22 weeks
in a row that oil rigs have been added, a
record run,” he said, although he pointed
out that the rate of new additions was eas-
ing. “Even just a casual observance of the
energy news would show that the conver-
sation is turning a little from OPEC and its
production cut deal efficacy to US produc-
tion and its sustainability-or growth-at
these levels,” he added.—AFP

Asian markets extend gains at start of the week

TOKYO: A pedestrian walks past a stock quotation board flashing the key Nikkei
index of the Tokyo Stock Exchange in front of a securities company in Tokyo.—AFP

KUWAIT: Kuwait’s real estate market sales
(contracts and power of attorneys) increased
significantly during the month of May 2017.
Total sales reached its highest levels yet since
December 2014, increasing by 150 percent
compared to April 2017, and by 63 percent
compared to May 2016, thereby reaching KD
370 million. The total count of deals
increased by 91 percent compared to the
month prior, and increased by 50 percent
compared to the corresponding period of
last year, reaching a total of 713 deals.
Additionally, the average deal value
increased by 31 percent compared to the
previous month, reaching KD 519 thousand.

Increase across all sectors 
Sales performance in the commercial sector

contributed significantly to the overall market
performance. During the month, sales in the
commercial sector quadrupled, compared to
the month prior, reaching KD 63 million.
Meanwhile, the crafts sector recorded an
unprecedented total sales value of KD 50 mil-
lion during May 2017. Likewise, sales in the resi-
dential sector increased by 84 percent com-
pared to the month prior, reaching KD 164 mil-
lion. Furthermore, sales in the investment
sector roughly doubled compared to last
month, reaching KD 92 million. Monthly per-
formance of Kuwait real estate market is
evaluated by comparing the performance of
the month compared to the same corre-
spondent month each year starting from
2007. This comparison shows changes in
market indicators, while adjusting for sea-
sonality. May 2017 ranked third in sales
(compared to the same month throughout
the past 11 years). 

Variant changes in average prices
Average prices are calculated based on

market sector and geographical area. The
average price per square meter for residen-
tial properties increased by 13 percent com-
pared to the month prior, as a result of an
increase in residential property prices in Al-
Asimah, Hawally, and Mubarak Al-Kabeer
Governorates. Meanwhile, the average price
in the investment sector decreased by 2
percent, caused by a drop in prices in
Hawally and Ahmadi Governorates, as well
as an improvement in the prices of invest-
ment properties in Mubarak Al-Kabeer and

Farwaniya Governorates. As for the com-
mercial sector, it had a very small number of
deals of only 5 recorded during the month,
which did not enable for a calculation of an
average price to properly reflect price
changes in the market.

Market performance during May 2017
Total sales for the residential sector wit-

nessed an 84 percent increase compared to
the month prior, and a 33 percent increase
on annual basis, reaching KD 164 million;
sales in the sector gained support from real
estate auctions carried out in Mubarak Al-
Kabeer Governorate. Total count of deals in
the residential sector reached 486, which is
an increase by 59 percent compared to the
month prior, and by 63 percent on annual
basis. Average deal value increased by 16
percent compared to last month, reaching
KD 337 thousand per deal. However, aver-
age deal value recorded for the residential
sector during May 2017 was 18 percent
lower compared to last year.

Meanwhile, sales in the investment sector
increased by more than double compared to
the month prior, and increased by 34 percent
on annual basis, reaching KD 92 million.
Additionally, the count of deals in the invest-
ment sector reached183, which was double
the count recorded during the previous
month, and a 10 percent increase compared
to last year. Average deal value in the invest-
ment sector was about KD 500 thousand per
deal; despite a decrease of29 percent on a
monthly basis, average deal value still higher
by 22 percent compared to last year. 

Furthermore, total value in the com-
mercial sector quadrupled compared to
the previous month, and increased by 83
percent compared to the previous year
reaching KD 63 million. The commercial
sector recorded only6 deals during the
month of May 2017, with an average deal
value of KD 10 million. 

The crafts sector witnessed an unparal-
leled performance in the market during the
month, with 37 deals made in Ardiya and
Herafi Ardiya in Farwaniya Governorate,
amounting to a total sales value of KD 50
million. Average deal value in the sector
was KD 1.4 million per deal. Additionally,
one deal was made in the warehouse sec-
tor with a value of KD 1.5 million. 

Sales reach high levels 
in the last 29 months
Kuwait Real Estate Market Report


